[20] Here we demonstrate back-action evading (BAE) detection of a single quadrature of motion with sensitivity 4 times the quantum zero-point motion,
When attempting to obtain complete knowledge of the dynamics of a simple harmonic oscillator, x(t), back-action effects combined with the quantum zero-point motion of the oscillator limit the ultimate resolution to the standard quantum limit (SQL) , where int H is the interaction Hamiltonian.
[12,13] Thus, while a measurement of 1 X necessarily disturbs 2 X , this disturbance has no effect on the subsequent dynamics or measurements of X1. One can thus increase the coupling strength arbitrarily without fear of back-action, meaning that the sensitivity of such an ideal single quadrature probe is not fundamentally limited
. Such measurements are known as quantum non-demolition measurements (QND)
[10]; the energy and phase of an oscillator form a similar pair of conjugate QND variables [6] .
In the early 1980's it was realized that position detectors formed by the parametric coupling between electrical and mechanical oscillators can couple to a single mechanical These BAE techniques have been demonstrated on a number of gravitational wave detectors around the world [13] , however they operate far from quantum mechanical limits. More recently, a BAE scheme utilizing the interference of two mechanical resonators in an optical cavity has been proposed [14] and been shown to partially evade classical back-action [15] . This scheme is however limited to a narrow, non-resonant frequency band, and does not allow squeezing or a true QND measurement. In this work, we demonstrate the manipulation of mechanical back-action effects of a stream of microwave photons. We realize a continuous, broad-band BAE scheme which allows resolution of a single quadrature near the zero-point motion, ZP x  , and offer a path to QND quadrature detection with sensitivity below ZP x  .
The approach we have taken utilizes a radio-frequency nanomechanical resonator (NR) which is coupled tightly to a microfabricated superconducting microwave resonator (SMR) [16] , and stimulated with a stream of microwave photons, shown in Figure 1 . Our nanomechanical resonator (NR) is formed from high-stress silicon nitride which shows very low dissipation rates [17] with Q>10 6 at a temperature of 15mK. Two devices were cooled in a dilution refrigerator and probed through carefully filtered, high-bandwidth cables. Using device 1 ( NR = 2 π × 5.57 MHz,  SMR = 2 π × 5.01 GHz), we studied backaction-evading measurement. Using device 2 ( NR = 2 π × 6.37 MHz,  SMR = 2 π × 4.97 GHz), we further investigated backaction cooling at high pump powers. Recently, a somewhat similar device demonstrated back-action cooling from N=700 to N=140 [18, 19] and continuous position detection a factor of x  30  x ZP [20] ; BAE techniques were not explored.
The expected quantum Hamiltonian of our parametrically coupled system is given by:
, where a (a To surpass the position sensitivity found when using a single cavity drive tone, we drive simultaneously with both red and blue pumps. Taking  BLUE  RED  2 NR  600Hz, we balance the rates of up and down conversion, producing no back-action damping while remaining sensitive to both quadratures of the mechanical motion. To perform BAE, we need a measurement scheme sensitive to only a single mechanical quadrature. This is accomplished by pumping with equal intensity phase-coherent pumps at both RED  and BLUE  , such that the up-and down-converted sidebands coherently interfere,
. In this case, the measurement field is modulated at the NR resonant frequency: For pump strengths below our highest values, we observe that NR f  and n NR are essentially unchanged due to the balance between up and down conversion (Figure 2 .)
The highest sensitivity to one quadrature is:
, which is a limited by the additive noise of our microwave amplifier. While this sensitivity is comparable to that achieved with the previous two measurement schemes, the BAE scheme differs in being subject to no fundamental quantum limit on position resolution. An ideal amplifier would enable our device to achieve a position resolution below the SQL,
, by using the BAE scheme. We believe this is the first time that quadrature measurements of sufficiently high resolution have been realized which should in principle produce conditionally squeezed states [11] .
To probe the BAE nature of this scheme we inject microwave frequency noise (generated by a chain of noisy amplifiers) into the SMR. The resulting cavity fluctuations will act as a classical source of back-action, and will heat the mechanics. As show in Fig. 4, when we pump the cavity with a single tone at  RED , the back-action driven mechanical motion results in a signal which is out of phase with the fluctuating cavity voltage, squashing the output noise. However, when we pump with two tones in BAE configuration, no mechanical signature is seen in the output noise. This is a direct consequence of the BAE: When the largest pump powers are applied in the BAE configuration, we find both linewidth narrowing and a dramatic increase in NR noise temperature. This is a result of a parametric amplification effect which originates from electrostatic frequency pulling of the NR proportional to the square of the SMR charge [21] . In the BAE configuration, the This parametric effect and eventual instability limits the pump power and sensitivity of this BAE scheme. Analysis shows that the parametric amplification and de-amplification is in a basis which is rotated by /4 from the measured quadrature X 1 . Figure 3 (b) shows this parametric gain at three different pump powers, observed by homodyne detection of the sideband of a weak red-detuned microwave probe signal, while driving the mechanics at NR  . Although this effect is expected to destroy the BAE nature of the two tone detection, it offers other beneficial effects as it modifies the NR dissipation rate without associated noise. The increase in n NR is a result of mechanical pre-amplification of the amplified quadrature. We have observed thermal noise squeezing [29] of the de-amplified quadrature which will be described in a future publication.
The techniques demonstrated here show the power of back-action engineering when performing strong measurement, and are expected to enable a number of significant advancements in the area of quantum state preparation and measurement of a mechanical device. The quantum ground state appears within reach with a combination of increasing SMR frequency, impedance, coupling x C g   and critical current of the SMR (e.g. using
Nb-based SMR.) Furthermore, by increasing the SMR fundamental frequency to 10 GHz, while keeping all other device parameters the same, we expect to be able to realize sensitivity to one quadrature of
. This would allow the realization and study of squeezed mechanical states [11] which can be useful for ultra-sensitive detection and also provide a quantitative measurement of decoherence [30] . shows a schematic of our cryogenic microwave measurement circuit. Total capacitance demonstrating ultra-sensitive detection of the single quadrature.
